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Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
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Pinokl Games
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Anything really

Processor: 1Ghz and up

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Toaster

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: One that supports headphones
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Don't play it. If you've ever played breakout this is it but worse. Also when you change languages on the title screen the whole
title screen changes and not in a good way. The English UI looks like it was thrown together in 1.666 microseconds. The Russian
title screen is acceptable.. This game has a glimmer of potential buried under a pile of rubbish. The progression system and
controls are at odds with each other making the game seem surprisingly mean-spirited. I'm fairly sure this game is actually
trying to make you hate it, once I cleared the first world and started developing a begrudging affection for it it deleted my save..
The two major pieces of DLC for Alien Isolation, the other being Crew Expendable, contrast in interesting ways. Whereas that
one was more about sheer terror, this one is more about adapting the main game's gameplay to one of the climactic scenes from
the movie. As such, while it's not quite as outright frightening, and it follows the movie to a T instead of being an interesting
alternate scenario, it's far more fun to actually play.

You start out with almost no supplies, and must escape the Nostromo. And aside from the alien, you are alone. It's just you and
it, playing a game of cat and mouse as you try to get from one end of the ship to the other and escape. It's a simple concept
executed brilliantly... and perhaps also explains why the original Alien never got a straight video game adaptation (it has gotten a
few very old ones in name, and I've heard they're actually decent enough in their own right, but they added other gameplay
elements and didn't really stick to the movie): it's not that long. Even having to explore nearly the entire ship from end to end,
this entire DLC should take you less than 30 minutes.

Still, this one plays a lot more like the main game, with you exploring the more open-ended environments, gathering supplies,
and trying to evade the alien rather than lure or drive it like in Crew Expendable. And getting to explore a fairly faithful
recreation of the Nostromo is just fun. There's something wonderful about them taking a single, fairly short part of the original
Alien movie, and letting the player run wild with it, especially when the mechanics from the main game themselves better to this
sort of gameplay.

Just don't expect much. It's short, doesn't have tons of extra voice acting like Crew Expendable (a little yes, but not much, just a
few lines from Ripley and some audio logs), and while still obviously scary, it won't make you crap yourself like that did. It's a
short, simple experience that does what it sets out to do and little else, but does it well.. An alright shot em up game it is more
luck than skill though. Had to slow down the game to get the cheevos.. it went a long time without an update but true to his
word, the developer has released another update for this game that has a lot of potential. a content update is in the works...
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RHEM I SE -
I would recomend this game because it is a fun puzzle game to play. Knut M\u00fcller did an awesome remake of this game. I
like playing puzzle games, and this one is pretty clever. You look for different clues to solve different puzzles to advance the
game. Even though the graphics might be outdated, it still looks and pays good on windows 10. Coodos and a big thankyou to
Knut M\u00fcller for making an intresting and fun game to play.. 10\/10 Fun game , enough balanced stealth mode. I want to
believe !. I just bought the game recently, after reading all the reviews posted on Steam, which were not very good. English is
not my mother tongue, so my apologies in advance about it.

I'm not very demanding about the graphic quality (in fact, I play in medium configuration level, just imagine) and find them
acceptable for the price of the game. I agree that they are not the last generation, but by the type of game and the price, I see
them appropriate.

I am not a reviewer, but since SP2 was added, in which they have solved most of the problems users complained about months
ago and because nobody has dared to make a positive assessment, I have decided to publish this comment.

The game has some high hardware requirements, but to medium configurations it runs well and I have not found any bugs. The
game is user friendly and the learning curve is simple. I have played a lot of ATC games and although this is not the most
professional I have tried, it is nice to be able to play without having to write endless cryptic commands. In addition, compared to
most, obviously (and despite the low quality some complain), the graphical interface is very nice. It is not a professional game,
but casual instead, and funny.

Here, some suggestions about my experience in this kind of games. Most should be easy to implement in a future SP:

- I will love to have a blinking PAUSE signal when I have the game paused.

- A skipping time button when you found your airport with no planes till the next strip together with (not instead) the
accelerated time.

- Keyboard shortcuts for the commands. I mean, after you click in a plane or plane strip and get the callsign, would be lovely
that the commands were numbered and you can press 1 for \u201cTaxi to\u201d, 2 for \u201cCleared for\u201d, etc\u2026 and
later 1, 2 or 3 again for the second row of orders (Runways if you had choose \u201cTaxi to\u201d, for example). The use of
the ENTER key as "Send" would also be advisable.

- Random time inside the choices of time selection.

- The manual is not extensive and little help for the new players. Explaining that the "Escape" key is the one used to exit\/finish
the scenario would also be useful.

- Some tool tips on the plane strip would be lovely and helpful when you leave the mouse over the information strip. What I
mean is information on what it means everything in that strip. (Indicative, airplane class, transponder, destination, ...)

- About the above, having a flight plan projected on departing planes, or destinations on the radar, could help to avoid the near
miss between the departing aircraft.

- Some way to restart the escenario without going to the main menu.

- Aircraft should warn the tower when they are waiting to cross a runway. I never have got that communication from the pilots
and they could be there forever.

- Any warning sound when penalties happens would be charming also.

- And the zoom\u2026 Yes! The zoom. It is a great idea to have only the control tower view to do things realistic, but some
airports are huge, and it is too dificult to see everything properly. In a take of queue it is very dificult to know which plane is
first to give it clearance, and some planes are holding their movement so far away that sometimes you can\u2019t see if they are
moving or not. And there is no any way to know their situation by radio contact either.
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- Oh! And some way to save the ingame windows forever in any scenario that you play. Having to resize every time that you
play is a little bit annoying.

I really miss the wind changes too.. Edit: turns out Steam had a glitch and did not download the content. Took a bit to get
resolved but now it works and the material is fantastic!

Can't figure out how to access the content in fantasy grounds. I have checked forums and other areas but all anything ever says
is "you have to activate the content in the library." I have no idea what that means. I have gone to the library in my fantasy
grounds game but there is no curse of strahd content to activate. So, yeah, not too happy at the moment.... I like this game
because you can afk farm like in many other mobile games. So you can leave the game running while you do rl or other stuff.

At this point however it is getting absolutely ridicoulus. Not only is this game the absolute pinnacle of P2W, its almost P2Play,
every 5 level (from 179) you unlock another thing that costs premium money (which you only get by paying) everyone of those
LARGELY increases your power.

You literally need 100s of dollars to even have a chance to do the activities ingame, because of this the player base is also very
small (~300 players).

There are a lot of other things that are just plain bad, the performance is atrocious for a flash game. It will literally goble up one
whole core of your cpu and an ungodly amount of RAM due to the money memory leaks and unoptimized programming.

All in all: Don't waste your time with this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665..
. Too money oriented. Can't even start the game with 2 people in co-op, looks like it requires 3 players.

Sadly there's a grand total of 2 people online around the globe.

Yay.. The base game is ok, a very basic tower defense game.. This game would be passable as yet another one of those match-
the-color type puzzle games, but it chooses to add an awkward beat detection system as a key point of the game's mechanics.
Said system behaves incredibly unpredictably, failing to roll over the beat counter for several seconds and then suddenly
shooting it forward 4 times in a single second. Doing well on a song requires playing the same song multiple times to memorize
where the game detects "beats". Stay away.. These games are ok when it comes to the gameplay. The objects sometime roll off
the side when you sit for too long, ruining your level timing when thinking. Other than that i'd rather just get this for the
achievments.
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